Dy Tagowska
Dy Tagowska (Daniela Tagowska), born 1985, is an artist and curator graduated The E. Geppert Academy of Art and Design in Wrocław – Department of Painting and Sculpture in 2009. She explores various media,
being particularly interested in aspects connected to mythologisation of
culture. She is passionate about archetypical determinants of human ideas
and decisions. She also deepens her knowledge in the field of C.G Jung
psychoanalytical studies. Favourite environments of her works are site-specific situations. She also refers to the globalised culture shaping up
mass awareness – especially to the tangents of great cultures and beliefs,
very often comprising two time-removed events connected with the same
place or venue. She is strongly shaped by the experience of being a gymnast in her teenage years. She leads The Multimedia Studio and Drawing
(MFA International Programme) at The E. Geppert Academy of Fine Arts
in Wrocław. She co-curatored, together with Fumihiko Sumitomo, Polish-Japanese exhibition “Two Sticks” during Think Tank lab Triennale in
2015. Being interested in the culture of Japan she has implemented joint
projects with Japanese artists in Japan and Poland for several years.
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Transpluto
acrylic on canvas, 200 x 300 cm, 2018

In the currently implemented project Gymnocide, the
artist explores the issue of visual manifestations of archetypes determining physical activity of a human being
with a focus on studying the relation: man / gymnastic
instrument, man / arena / stadium, an individual / group.
The word „Gymnocide” is a rarely used neologism, which
is a combination of two words gymno (from Latin - naked , from which the word gymnastics derives) and English - the language of pop culture - cide (suffix for homicide or suicide). The project is full of mythological
and cosmological references, maintained in a minimalist
aesthetics. The long-term project consists mainly of painting, complemented by video and objects.

Kuiper’s belt
acrylic on canvas, 100 x 120 cm, 2018

Orion’s belt
tape on paper, aprox. 100 x 120 cm, 2018

The ball’s routine
acrylic on canvas, four panels 50 x 50 cm, 2018

Olympics II
foundfootage video loop, 2018

Olympics II
foundfootage video loop, 2018

Unvergesslich
a spherical object, aprox. 200 cm circuit, 2018

Unvergesslich – a spherical object. The word Unvergesslich means memorable or lamented. As a child, the artist
often walked in Wrocław’s West Park, the site of a former municipal cemetery. Some of the park’s footpaths
were paved with gravestones on which names and surnames were preceded by this German adjective, carved in
Gothic typeface. The sphere, encircled with rusty letters,
refers to the sign of the American film studio Universal. At the same time, the mirror-covered object brings
to mind film propaganda and appropriation of collective imagination by a different system. It becomes a distorting mirror, deforming the perfectly spherical shape.
It also resembles a sputnik or a spy satellite – staffage
banished to the cosmic dumpsite (note the meaning of
universe). Despite becoming scrap metal, the object keeps transmitting. It is worth mentioning here that the
broadcast of the 1936 Berlin Olympics was the first live
transmission in history, which also means that Hitler’s
opening speech was the first audio-visual signal sent to
space. The motif of receiving and sending the transmission back to Earth by an extraterrestrial civilisation was
used in the film Contact, based on Carl Sagan’s novel of
the same name.

Olympia
acrylic on gloss furniture, various dimensions, 2015 – 2019

Olympia – a series of pictures painted on “high gloss” veneered
furniture wall units found in a trash bin. Fascinated with the
technique of French polish, the artist transferred copies of Leni
Riefenstahl’s frames from her famous propaganda film Olympia onto surfaces. The declared purity and fair play of sport burn
on the stake of history. Leni Riefenstahl, an extremely interesting and talented photographer, has been metaphorically vilified for her connotations with Hitlerism, a system which seduced the young artist who was probably unaware of its evil. The
glossy veneer furniture shares a similar fate today, associated
by many with the “evil system” of the Polish People’s Republic,
and ending up in trash containers, where it is sometimes retrieved by pearl divers. Olympia is a work with the ambivalence of
fire. On the one hand, it evokes associations with destructive
flames (the proximity of Festung Breslau, furniture meant to be
incinerated), but on the other – with the city of Olympia, where
the flame of modern Olympic Games originates. The flame is
kindled by the light of the Sun, its rays concentrated by a parabolic mirror at the site of the ancient Olympics. The flame
is then carried by the Olympic torch relay to the host stadium
of the Games in a given year. The Polish word for Games is
Igrzyska, which in turn derives from the verb igrać, meaning to
play, but also to frolic. We say “to play with fire”. Sometimes the
Olympic flame goes out unexpectedly. It has happened seven
times so far, including one incident in Beijing, when a number
of demonstrators protesting against the Chinese policy concerning Tibet and Darfur successfully stopped the relay and extinguished the torch. The Chinese authorities officially announced that the flame had gone out due to technical problems. The
threat of a fatal moment accompanies all sporting activities. A
burnt-out backdrop portends a looming danger.

Festung Breslau
object, aprox. h 220 cm, 2015

Festung Breslau – an object. The object is both a sort of
bunker and stake. The solid pipes are built of flammable carton. The stake prepared for an enemy became the
place of defeat – a pillory and a symbol of disgrace. The
wedge is both a sacrificial stake and a spear triumphantly
driven into the ground by a conqueror, materialized in
the shape of Wrocław’s Needle, a monument constructed
for the Regained Territories Exhibition. The hexagonal
base of the object is both a structure of system control
(similar to the American Pentagon) and a symbol of striving for order and peace, as in a city located on a regular
plan. Removing just one element will cause the construction to collapse.

Gruß aus Oswitz
melted wax on archival photography, 30 x 40 cm, 2015

Congealed City – painting objects, liquid wax on archive
photographs of Wrocław. The edifice in the picture Gruß
aus Oswitz is a fairytale observation tower located in the
Osobowicki Forest. It was designed by Karl Klimm, the
same architect who designed the Wiśniowa Street water
tower. Interestingly, the observation tower was not destroyed due to fighting but as a result of a deliberate, calculated decision of the defenders of Festung Breslau. It
offered a panorama of the entire city, which would have
doubtless been used by the Soviets if captured. The tower was blown up as one of the first “fallen buildings”.
The German word Gruß (greetings) seems to morph metaphorically into the Polish word Gruz (debris). Today,
the Wilhelm I Tower in its material form is “The Debris
of Osobowice”.

Heinz Ketchup – the Red Army Is Approaching
melted wax on archival photography, 30 x 40 cm, 2015

Artistic Crime of the Century
installation, aprox. h 220 cm, 2014

Artistic Crime of the Century – an installation. The year
is 1968, the French high-wire artist Philippe Petit is sitting in a dentist’s waiting room, reading in a glossy magazine about the proposed construction of the Twin Towers in New York. From that time on, he is obsessed by
the crazy idea of a tightrope walk between the towers. So
the first attack on the monumental WTC was conceived
even before the buildings were finished. Almost like a
terrorist, Petit visited New York several times to observe
the object in situ. In 1974, he managed to make eight
passes along the wire stretched between the towers before he was arrested. For two years after the completion
of their construction, the Twin Towers were considered
an extreme feat of human achievement in erecting the
tallest buildings. Getting off the ground has always been
inherently linked to the sphere of the extremum, just
as was going underwater or falling into the abyss. The
Icarus myth combines them all. In mathematical terms,
the extremum is what stretches between the minimum
and maximum value. The risk of ending up on the other
side within a fraction of a second is great and very real.
Named in the same way Petit’s feat was dubbed, the installation Artistic Crime of the Century is a peculiar
monument to reaching the limits of political and artistic freedom. The time factor is removed and two terrorist attacks meet in the same moment of a maximum
stretch of the extremum. Nobody predicted that 37 years
after Petit had provoked his “fatal moment”, suddenly
and unexpectedly a different tragedy would take place,
later to become a visual icon of the end of a certain era,
another fatal moment.

Breslauer Frauenbad
site-specific object, Survival Art Review, 2013

Breslauer Frauenbad – an object. The immersed bathhouse for women refers to an imaginary building. Reportedly, a bath of this type was located in Breslau, on one
of the River Oder’s distributaries. However, no online
archives feature any photographs of this place. In the artist’s imaginary work Breslauer Frauenbad, she used the
example of a bathhouse for women that exists to this day
in Zurich. In this way, Dy Tagowska created a specific
urban myth, classifying a nonexistent bathhouse as a nonexistent listed object.

Section X
performance, Survival Art Review, 2012

Section X / Second Sexx is a long term project carried out
for over 10 years. The artist has reffered in this cycle to
her own experiences – as a child and young girl she practiced rhytmic gymnastic, but she was forced to give up it
due to progressive scoliosis - idiopathic back defect. The
series developing for years consist of paintings, objects
and group performances directed by the artist undertaking focuses around a mythical Derugina, Tagowska’s
alter ego- a gymnast and a sportswoman.

Second sexx
site-specific installation, Survival Art Review, 2010

Second sexx
site-specific installation, Survival Art Review, 2010

Second sexx
site-specific installation, Survival Art Review, 2010

Second sexx
series of prints, 50 x 70 cm, 2010

Second sexx
series of prints, 50 x 70 cm, 2010

